PRESS NOTE
03.06.2013

Since January 2013 Chandigarh police has received a large
number of complaints regarding missing/lost mobile phones at various Police
Stations/ Police Posts. Taking a serious note of the situation a Joint team of
l/C MTMC and l/C CRU, has been constituted under the supervision of DSP
(Cyber Cell), who were entrusted the responsibility of recovery of these
mobile phones.
In this effort the team so constituted has successfully recovered
138 mobiles of various companies including expensive mobiles like Apple lphone 4S, Samsung Grand, Samsung galaxy SII, Samsung Note, Blackberry
Bold, Sony X-peria etc costing around Rs. 7 Lac.
During inquiry it has been revealed that the recovered mobiles
were either purchased from the vendors or found lying at different locations
by the users. Now, we are in the process of identifying the vendors who deal
in sale purchase of second hand mobiles without verifying their details.
It has also been observed that there is very little awareness
regarding the software applications available for securing the mobiles or
tracing them in case they are lost. These days, numbers of software
applications are provided by the manufacturing companies (especially in high

end phones) which are very useful to locate these mobiles by the user on
their own. Chandigarh Police would like to advise the customers to make use
of such applications for preventing the theft and loss of their property.
Issued by
Chandigarh Police

PRESS NOTE
03.06.2013
Acting on a secret information regarding child Labour, the team of Anti
Human Trafficking Unit of Chandigarh Police conducted a raid in Sector 35-B,
UT Chandigarh and rescued two minor children from Dhaba and Show Room
with the help of Labour Inspector UT, Chandigarh. The rescued children were
medically examined and sent to Snehalaya, Maloya, UT Chandigarh after
producing them before the Child Welfare Committee. The shop owners were
challaned by the Labour Inspector.
Issued by
Chandigarh Police

